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Abstract. We propose a model to analyze the dynamics of interacting proliferating and quiescent
cell populations. The model includes age dependence of cell division, transitions between the two
sub-populations and regulation of the recruitment of quiescent cells. We formulate the model as a pair
of renewal equations and apply a rather recent general result to prove that (in-)stability of equilibria
can be analyzed by locating roots of characteristic equations. We are led to a parameter plane
analysis of a characteristic equation, which has not been analyzed in this way so far. We conclude
how quiescence of cells as well as two sub-models for cell-division may influence the possibility of
destabilization via oscillations.
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1. Introduction. Cells in many types of tissue in the human body are in a
quiescent state, i.e., they are under cell cycle arrest [11]. For blood cells the ability to
enter and exit the quiescent state seems essential for preventing the supply of mature
blood cells from becoming too large or too small [30]. In treatment of cancer a major
obstacle is acquired resistance by cancer cells to chemotherapy [12]. It is an accepted
hypothesis that cancer stem cells are the factory of cancer cells in solid tumors as
well as in hematological disorder such as leukemia [32, 38]. The cancer stem cell
hypothesis states that quiescent cells are far less sensitive to drugs and thus drive the
increase of resistance [12, 9]. Based on the analysis of a mathematical model it is
indeed suggested in [3] that the quiescent population provides a bu!er for a hostile
environment for the whole population, i.e., mediates the survival of the population.

Individual cells base appropriate responses, such as proliferation and cell death,
largely on their processing of both, internal signals and signals from their environment
[4]. A modeling technique used to describe these response-generating mechanisms is
that of physiologically structured population modeling which incorporates the dynam-
ics of the internal state of the cell. In general one also needs to take the environmental
conditions into account as well as the way the population of cells does impact these
conditions. This feedback cycle makes models nonlinear.

There is an abundance of interesting linear and nonlinear structured models that
incorporate transitions between proliferating and quiescent cell populations and are
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